Abstract. We propose an intrusion prevention system called WHIPS that controls, entirely in kernel mode, the invocation of the critical system calls for the Windows OS security. WHIPS is implemented as a kernel driver, also called kernel module, by using kernel structures of the Windows OS. It is integrated without requiring changes to either the kernel data structures or to the kernel algorithms. WHIPS is also transparent to the application processes that continue to work correctly without source code changes or recompilation. A working prototype has been implemented as a kernel extension and it is applicable to all the Windows NT family OS, e.g. Windows 2000/XP/2003. The WHIPS first contribution is to apply the system call interposition technique to the Windows OS, which is not open source. It is not straightforward to apply this technique to Windows OS, also because Windows kernel structures are hidden from the developer, and furthermore, its kernel documentation is poor.
Introduction
Attacks on the security of network clients and servers are often based on the exploitation of flaws that are present in a specific application process. By means of well known techniques [Al96, Co00] , a malicious user may corrupt one or more memory buffers so that while returning from a function call, a different piece of code, which is injected by the attacker, is executed by the flawed application process. Of course, the buggy application process maintains its special privileges (if any). As a consequence, if the attack is successful against a privileged process the attacker may gain full control of the entire system. For example, the malicious code could execute a shell in the privileged application context and allow the attacker to become a system administrator. An example of a recent exploit using buffer overflow is the slammer worm [MPSW03] that attacks the MS-SQL server for Windows 2000/XP to gain high privileges and then saturates the network bandwidth causing a denial of service attacks.
This paper presents the design and implementation of a Host Intrusion Prevention System (HIPS) for Windows OS that immediately detects security rules violations by monitoring the system calls made by the application processes. The proposed prototype, working entirely in kernel mode employs interposition at the system call interface to implement the access control functionality, and requires no change to the kernel code or to the syntax and semantics of existing system calls. Basically, the system call execution is only allowed when the invoking process and the value of the system call arguments comply with the rules kept in an Access Control Database (ACD) within the kernel. The task of the proposed HIPS is to protect the Windows OS against any technique that would allows an attacker to hijack the control of a privileged process. The REMUS system [BGM02] has shown that immediate detection of security rules violations can be achieved by monitoring the system calls made by processes in Linux. Here, we propose to apply a similar technique to the Windows 2000/XP/2003 family.
The HIPS being proposed here is called WHIPS, Windows-NT family Host Intrusion Prevention System. Indeed, Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPSs) strive to stop an intrusion attempt by using a preventive action on hosts to protect the systems under attack. Our WHIPS prototype runs under Windows 2000/XP and Windows 2003. Herein, by the term Windows we refer to Windows XP, but the consideration and the prototype design are applicable to all the Windows NT family OS. WHIPS' first contribution is to apply the system call interposition technique to the Windows OS. Though this technique is generally known, we could not find any related works that follow similar ideas as for Windows OS which is not open source. This is mainly because it is hard to design and to implement solutions in the Windows OS kernel structures which are hidden from the developer. On the contrary, there are many IPS that are implemented as wrapper executed in user mode such as [Ep00] . Moreover, many implementations of the system call interposition technique are well known on Linux OS. A related study for the Linux OS is the REMUS Project [BGM02] which implements a reference monitor for the system call invocations in a loadable Linux kernel module. In REMUS, root processes and setuid processes are privileged processes, and a dangerous system call is defined as a critical system call invoked by a privileged processes. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 characterizes the privileged and dangerous processes, and defines when a system call is critical and dangerous for a Windows system, showing how the Windows system calls are invoked by the user processes. Section 3 proposes the WHIPS prototype, showing the implementation, a brief example of its effectiveness, and the performance analyzes of the prototype.
Privileged Processes and Critical System Calls
In order to gain control of an OS, an attacker has to locate a target process that runs with high privileges in the system. For example, if the OS belongs to Linux family, the privileged processes include daemons and setuid processes that execute their code with the effective user root (EUID=0). In the following, first we introduce the Windows processes security context, then we characterize when a process is privileged or dangerous and when a system call is critical or dangerous in Windows.
Windows Processes Security Context and Privileges
This section examines the Security Identity Descriptor (SID), the Access Token (AT) and the impersonation technique, which are the components of a process structure that represents its security context. Then we examine the Windows privileges.
Security Identity Descriptor: SIDs identify the entities that execute operations in a Windows system and may represent users, groups, machines or domains. A SID contains a so-called RID (relative number) field that distinguishes two SIDs otherwise equal in a Windows system. Every Windows system has a lot of SIDs; some of them identify particular users or groups and are called Well-Known SIDs [Mi02a] .
Access Token: The SRM (Security Reference Monitor) is a Windows kernel component that uses a structure called Access Token to identify a thread or a process security context [RuS01] . A security context is a set of privileges, users and groups associated to a process or a thread. During the log-on procedure, Winlogon builds an initial token that represents the user rights, and links this token to the users shell process. All the processes created by the user inherit a copy of the initial AT. We have two types of AT: primary token and impersonation token. Every process has an AT called primary token. Every process in Windows has associated a primary thread and a variable number of secondary threads that executes the process operations. The primary thread inherits a copy of the primary token, whereas a secondary thread may inherit a copy of the primary token, or may obtain a restricted copy of the primary token by the impersonation mechanism.
Impersonation: It is a mechanism that allows a security context of a process or a thread to migrate in another security context. For example, an impersonation occurs when a server accesses its resources on behalf of a client. In this case, the impersonation mechanism allows the server process to use the security context of the client that requested that particular operation [RuS01] . To avoid an improper use, Windows does not permit to a server to impersonate a client process without the client consensus. Some impersonation levels follow: SecurityAnonymous, SecurityIdentification, SecurityImpersonation, SecurityDelegation. If a client does not choose an impersonation level, SecurityImpersonation is the default.
Windows Privileges:
A privilege in Windows is the right to operate on a particular aspect of the entire system, so a privilege acts on the entire system, whereas a right acts on an object of the system [Scm01] . A privilege may be assigned to a user or a group in Windows. When a user logs on a Windows system, a process will be created and assigned to the user, then the privileges assigned to the user or the group will be added in the AT privileges list of the user process. There are many privileges in Windows, each allowing a particular action on the system, but not every privilege is dangerous for the system security. Only a subset of the entire set of Windows privileges contains dangerous privileges that can be exploited by a malicious user. 
Privileged and Dangerous Processes
As discussed above, some privileges are dangerous in Windows OS and if we want to know if a process is dangerous, we can look to the process AT of the user that activates this process. A malicious user can attack a dangerous process executing malicious code in its security context and gaining all the process privileges. We can say that if a process privilege is dangerous, then the process is dangerous too. To identify a dangerous process we can look for dangerous privileges into the process AT. Now we introduce some definitions to summarize the concepts: Definition 2. A privileged process is a process with some Windows privilege.
Definition 3. A dangerous process is a privileged process that has some dangerous privilege.
If in the AT privileges list there are one or more dangerous privileges, the process, owner of the AT, belongs to the set of dangerous process. In the following, we discuss a particular set of privileged processes: the Windows Services.
Services Identification. Almost every OS has a mechanism to start processes at system start up time that provide services not tied to an interactive user. In Windows, such processes are called services. Services are similar to UNIX daemon processes and often implement the server side of client/server applications. On Windows, many services log-on to the system with a predefined account: System account (called LocalSystem). This account belongs to group Administrators and it is very powerful because it has many dangerous privileges. This is a critical account for the Windows security.
Often a careful analysis of services by the administrator could restrict the services privileges. This could be done with a new account created for the specific service, where this account has less privileges then the System account. Following this idea, in Windows XP/2003 there are two new accounts for services: local service and network service. These new accounts have the minimum privileges necessary to the execution of some services, typically Internet and network services. So, an attack to these services is less powerful than an attack to a service that log-on with the System account [HLB01] . LocalSystem has almost all the Windows privileges whereas each of LocalService and NetworkService has a subset of the LocalSystem privileges. In general, the SIDs in the process AT identify the services, precisely the so-called Well Known SIDs. We have two possibilities: if the service logs onto the system with LocalSystem account, the user account SID in the AT is equal to string S-1-5-18, Local System SID. Otherwise, we must look in the AT group SIDs; the process is a service if there is the Well-Known SID Service represented by the string S-1-5-6. Summarizing, the following rules help us to know exactly when a process is a service: 
Proposition 3. Access Token User SID is equal to LocalSystem SID ⇒ process is NOT necessarily a service.
Note that if user SID is LocalSystem the process owner of the AT is not necessarily a service, it could be a system process too. If we consider only the first rule, we will find a set of processes that contains the set of services, but is not necessarily equals to this set.
Critical and Dangerous System Calls
In this section, we introduce the definition of system calls in Windows and then we characterize when a system call is critical.
Native APIs: Windows System Calls. APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) are programming functions held in dynamic library, and run in usermode space and kernel-mode space. We call native APIs [Ne00] the APIs in kernel-mode that represent the system call of Windows. We simply call APIs, the APIs in user-mode space.
Four dynamic libraries export APIs of the Win32 subsystem: user32.dll, gdi32.dll, kernel32.dll, advapi32.dll. The APIs in user32.dll and gdi32.dll invoke the APIs implemented in kernel mode by win32k.sys module, which is the kernel module of the Win32 subsystem. The APIs exported by kernel32.dll (system APIs) use a particular library named Ntdll.dll that invokes native APIs in the kernel. Native APIs invoked by ntdll.dll are the Windows system calls. Figure 1 shows that, when an API of kernel32.dll is called by an application, this API recalls one or more functions present in ntdll.dll. This library represents a bridge between user-mode and kernel-mode space [Ne00, Osr03] Note that a critical system call is dangerous for the system only if the invoking process is a dangerous process. A dangerous process that calls a native API with dangerous parameters may represents an attack of a malicious user. Table 1 represents a first classification of native APIs by category (21 categories) which is derived from [RuS01, Ru98] , and shows that in Windows we have many system calls. Linux give us more information with its source code on its system calls, whereas Windows does not give us any information on its system call.
The WHIPS Prototype
WHIPS is a Reference Monitor (RM) for the detection and the prevention of Windows dangerous system calls invocation. This prototype is based on an initial idea related to the REMUS Project [BGM02] . REMUS is a RM for Linux OS and it is implemented with a dynamic loadable module of Linux kernel. WHIPS is implemented as a kernel driver, also called kernel module, using undocumented structure of Windows kernel and the routines typically employed for drivers development [BDP99] . The WHIPS prototype can be seen as a system call RM for Windows and the implementation technique utilized is the system calls interposition. As you can see in Figure 3 , WHIPS is a module that filters every critical system call invoked by a Windows service and establishes if the critical system call is dangerous by checking its actual parameters. If the system call is not dangerous it will be passed to the kernel for the execution, otherwise it will be stopped and not executed. RM control policies are established by a small database called Access Control Database (ACD).
The ACD defines the allowed actions on the system by means of a set of rules. Every time a dangerous process invokes a critical system call through ntdll.dll or a wrapper (a code that rise int 0x2E), the call of the process is checked by WHIPS that matches the process name, the critical system call with its parameters, with the ACD rules. If a rule exists that satisfies this invocation, the native API is executed otherwise is not executed because the system call invoked is classified as dangerous.
Fig. 4. WHIPS implementation architecture
The implementation technique used by WHIPS, suggested by [CRu97, BDP99] , replaces the native APIs pointers in the System Service Table ( fig. 4) , with pointers to the new native APIs supplied by the prototype. The new native APIs are wrappers to original native APIs and implement the RM checks.
For every original critical native API we have introduced a new native API, which has the same function name with a prefix New (ex. NewNtCreateFile). This new API analyzes its invoking process and its parameters. If the invoking process is dangerous and the native API is critical, a check is performed on the actual parameters considering the rule in the ACD. If there is not a corresponding rule in the ACD the original native API is not invoked, since the native API may be dangerous. Otherwise it is invoked and executed.
Access Control Database
The ACD is implemented by a simple text file (protected by the system ACL and accessible only to the Administrator or Administrative groups). ACD is loaded at the driver start-up and it is allocated entirely in main memory; no other accesses are needed to the file and this avoid performance problem. A generic rule in the ACD is represented in table 2.
These ACD rules state that Process can execute the specific Native API with the specific Param[1..N] . The specification of the rules to insert into the ACD is possible in a manual or automatic manner. In the first case, the administrator of the system must specify all the Native APIs critical and allowed for the system. This can be done with approximation, step by step, but a period of control of the system is necessary. In fact some omissions could prevent the correct operation of some application. The second case is to implement a robot that analyzes all the system calls invoked by the system in a trusted environment and create the correct rules for the ACD.
The performance of the system depends on the number of rules in the ACD and how the matching algorithm is implemented. In this first prototype the ACD is scanned sequentially with a computational cost of O (n), where n is the number of rules in the ACD. In a preliminary study we have estimated that the number of these rules is not more than 1000, so the sequential search seems computational acceptable. Alternatively one could implement other more efficient algorithms to lower the computational cost of the rule search.
System Service Table Modified
WHIPS is a kernel module, also called a driver in Windows. Now we examine a C-like representation of the source code that implements the patch to the System Service Table (SST) of Windows. The main function of the WHIPS prototype is the common main function of all the drivers in Windows OS, called DriverEntry. In WHIPS,this function does not drive any peripheral of the system and the only work that it does is calling the HookServices function at driver start-up. Figure 5 shows the C-like representation of the System Service Table ( SST) patch. The first operation that it does is to load the ACD database in the kernel memory with LoadDB, and then it patches the SST. With macro SYSTEMSER-VICE, the HookServices function saves the old references to the native APIs in OldNtApiName, and then substitutes the old references in the SST with the new references to the new native APIs supplied by the prototype.
New Native API Implementation
To explain the implementation of the new native APIs, figure 6 shows the representation in C-like of the NewNtOpenProcess. When a process wants to call the NtOpenProcess, it really calls the corresponding new native API NewNtOpenProcess. The new native API detects its invoking process name and its only parameter: the process name that will be opened by the native API. Then the NewNtOpenProcess stores this data in a temporary rule called rule. The format of this temporary rule is similar to the format of the rules in the ACD, this is to simplify the check of the rule.
Next the procedure evaluates if the invoking process is a dangerous process. The function isProcessDangerous analyzes the AT of the invoking process and return true if the process is dangerous, false otherwise. Remember that in this version of the prototype dangerous processes are Windows services or Windows system processes (refer to section 2.2). The function VerifyDebugNativeAPI analyzes if the native API must be traced in the debug environment, whereas VerifyNativeApi looks into the ACD database to find a rule that allows the execution of the invoked API. Only if this function return true, original native API is called with the invocation of OldNtOpenProcess saved in HookServices.
Prototype Effectiveness
The If WHIPS prototype is running, the thread created by privileged process inetinfo.exe is analyzed. In the ACD database is not present a rule for the native API NtOpenFile with shell (cmd.exe) parameters, for IIS privileged process (and its threads), so the execution of the native API is stopped and also the attack to the Web server. This experiment shows that WHIPS permits only the allowed Native APIs to operate on the systems, and consequently stops every malicious actions of the dangerous processes.
Performance Evaluation
The actual impact of WHIPS on the global system performance is negligible for all practical purposes, mainly because the number of critical system call invocations is small with respect to the total number of instructions executed by a process. However, in order to evaluate even the minimal overhead introduced by the WHIPS prototype, we have devised further experiments based on micro benchmark. In particular, the kernel function KeQueryPerformanceCounter exported by the kernel is used. KeQueryPerformanceCounter(PerformanceFrequency) returns the clock ticks counter (#tick) from system boot, whereas the clock tick counter per second (#tick/sec) is expressed by PerformanceFrequency. A generic invocation time T i of the kernel function KeQueryPerformanceCounter is given in microseconds by:
Now assume that ∆T is the execution time of a generic code block between two invocations of KeQueryPerformanceCounter. These two invocations determine respectively T 1 and T 2 , where T 1 is the first invocation time and T 2 is the second invocations time, and ∆T =T 2 -T 1 .
We must consider that the execution of the function KeQueryPerformanceCounter introduces an overhead too, we call this ∆T OverheadKeQuery . To estimate ∆T OverheadKeQuery , we have measured two consecutive invocations of KeQueryPerformanceCounter.
We define the elaboration block as the WHIPS code block that implements the control of the native API parameters and the control on the invoking process. The overhead introduced by a generic new native API is:
whereas the execution time of the original native APIs in Windows is called ∆T NativeAP I which is computed measuring a native API execution in a way similar to equation 2.
Measurements
The system utilized for the measurement is a PC with AMD Athlon CPU, with clock frequency of 1200 Mhz, Table 3 compares the execution time of the original native API (A) with the overhead introduced by the corresponding new native API (O). This is to measure the impact of the WHIPS prototype implementation respect to the original system. As you can see, all the overheads (O) are almost the same in value, except for the NtClose case, because NewNtClose performs few operations in the elaboration block; in fact these new APIs determine the name of the process or the handle passed to them. The last column (I) shows the percentage incidence of the new native API overhead on the execution time of the original native API. The figure 7 shows a line chart with percentage incidence (I) of every native API intercepted by the WHIPS prototype. As you can see the highest is the NewNtOpenProcess case that introduces an overhead of 274% respect to NtOpenProcess execution time. Lowest incidence is of NewNtCreateFile that introduces an overhead of 9% respect to NtCreateFile execution time. In figure 8 you can see a comparative line chart between the overhead introduced by new native APIs (O) and the execution time of the original native API (A). Higher is the difference from the overhead and the execution time and higher is the percentage incidence (I). If we consider the NtClose, we have a minimum difference, and this means that the overhead introduced by WHIPS is close to the execution time of the original native API. In the case of NtCreateFile the overhead is less than the execution time and the incidence is low. In NtOpenProcess the overhead is bigger than the original native API execution time and the incidence is high.
Concluding Remarks
Our work defines privileged processes in Windows OS and proposes a methodology to discover the processes that can be dangerous for the system. Identifying dangerous processes is the first and most important step in the design of this type of HIPS. The Access Token (AT) privileges list of a process can be used to identify if a process is dangerous. In particular, if in the AT privileges list there are one or more dangerous privileges, the process, owner of the AT, belongs to the set of dangerous process. For simplicity in this paper we have focused on a subset of dangerous process: the Windows Services. The relation between the dangerous processes and the critical system calls leads to the concept of dangerous system calls (see section 2.3). The implementation of the WHIPS prototype is based on the above concepts. WHIPS stops common exploits that use the buffer overflow technique to carry out the privilege escalation on a system. If a malicious user wants to execute a shell in a context of the exploited service, WHIPS will prevent the attack by stopping the execution of the dangerous system call that invokes the shell.
Future research will include the inspection of the entire native API in Windows OS, for a full classification of the system calls. Another step could be to implement a Web-service like Windows Update, named WHIPS Update that allows the user to download new sets of rules in order to configure the ACD automatically. This simplifies the definition of the rule in the ACD database.
WHIPS could be even more efficient if it were implemented directly into the Windows kernel, instead of as a kernel driver, but in order to do so the source code of the Windows kernel must be accessed. 
